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Chapter Twenty 

The Ideology of Order 

THE JUSTIFICATION OF ABSOLUTISM 

The political theory of absolutism flows historically and logically from 
the notion that no human organisation can survive under differentiated 
leadership (in the same way that it is argued that a servant cannot have 
two masters). More than one authority can authorise more than one act, 
and these acts may conflict. Where acts authorised are mutually contra¬ 
dictory, the person (subject or citizen) who is enjoined to obey these 
contradictories is effectively licensed to choose between them. Where 
persons may themselves choose which laws they are to obey, and where 
their choice is not the same, they can hardly be said to live under the 
same laws. And where men do not live under the same laws, although 
they may not actually be in conflict because of that fact, their potential 
for conflict must certainly be deemed far greater than it would be other¬ 
wise. Therefore, it is concluded, power should be absolute or as highly 
concentrated as possible. 

In the above it is implied that absolutism is essentially an argument 
for an ‘unlimited’ concentration or centralisation of power. But the 
increased centralisation of power can be promoted without recourse to 
the specific argument of the previous paragraph. One can argue for a 
greater concentration of power at a given moment, in a given country, 
for a specific reason, without ever suggesting that the concentration 
recommended is good in itself or necessary for all time. One might 
argue for a greater concentration of power in Russia in order to in¬ 
dustrialise; or for a greater concentration of power in the United States 
in order to promote social welfare services or to diminish racial dis¬ 
crimination ; or for a greater concentration of power within and between 
African or European states in order to create larger and more viable 
political units. Thus in different cases the arguments for greater con¬ 
centration may not be the same, and such arguments are not necessarily 
incompatible with other arguments for greater decentralisation (as they 
relate to other countries; or to the same, but in relation to other periods 
or other problems). 
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CONCLUSION 

A MISLEADING CONCEPTION OF ABSOLUTISM 

Although absolutism argues for a greater concentration of power, 
arguments for greater concentrations of power are not necessarily 
absolutist. This point often escapes even the best writers, such as 
Tocqueville, Proudhon and Sorel, and, a fortiori, therefore, some of 
the more superficial, such as Max Beloff.1 If we take the latter’s 
understanding of absolutism merely as an example, we see that it veers 
between identifying absolutism with the violation of civil liberties and 
identifying it with the mere concentration of political power at a given 
locus, these variations finally reducing to the assumption that centralisa¬ 
tion destroys liberties. Beloff argues that the UK and the usa are not 
absolutist in the way that the USSR is; the reason, he suggests, is that the 
former enjoy a number of independent power centres, such as corpora¬ 
tions, trade unions, churches, universities and organised minority 
groups which impose ‘a limitation upon the absolutism of the state’ 
(pp. 172-3). But it is clear that the absolutism said to be limited is of 
two distinct types: (a) absolutism as centralisation and (b) absolutism as 
an improper violation of certain civil rights. Taking note of the expanded 
powers of modern governments, Beloff suggests that the ‘history of 
absolutism is only just beginning to be written’ (p. 180). From which it 
is to be guessed that the history of either (a) or (b), or of (a) and (6), or 
of (b) because of (a), is just beginning to be written. The author’s 
apparent concern seems most fully contained in the last alternative 
(the notion that the violation of civil liberties increases in direct propor¬ 
tion to the increasing concentration of governmental power). The over¬ 
all tenor of the book suggests that absolutism is some form of error or 
evil (with which, on one level, one may agree); and since the substantive 
content of absolutism is identified as centralisation, then this, too, is 
identified as some form of error or evil (a conclusion which is obviously 
silly). For the rest, the historical and argumentative leftovers of an 
author who advances the sort of position indicated can easily be antici¬ 
pated, consisting of little more than faint and tattered photocopies of 
Tocqueville: the seventeenth century will be regarded as perfecting 
centralised ‘governmental techniques’; these will be said to be ‘appro¬ 
priated by the successors of the absolutist regimes that created them’; 
the pre-revolutionary French monarchy will be said to have ‘paved the 
way’ for ‘Revolutionary and Napoleonic France’ by ‘its levelling and 
destroying tendencies’; whence we advance to the conclusion that the 
Age of Absolutism ‘comes to an end only to give way to the new age of 
“Democratic Absolutism”’; this being understood to mean, as already 
indicated, that ‘the history of absolutism is only just beginning to be 

1 Max Beloff, The Age of Absolutism, 1600-1815 (London, 1954). 
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written’ (pp. 18-19 and 180). Thus it is plain that Beloff identifies the 
history of absolutism with the growth of centralisation, and that ab¬ 
solutism becomes basically synonymous with centralism. 

Absolutism, however, is not to be equated with the centralisation of 
power. The term refers not so much to the fact of centralisation as to a 
universal justification for limitless movement towards centralisation. If 
we contrast absolutism, as a form of political organisation, with pluralism, 
we can grasp this point more clearly. To begin, absolutism cannot be 
equated with concentrated power; if that were so, then pluralism would 
prove a form of absolutism. This follows for the reason that absolutism 
implies a single and self-subsistent centre of power, while pluralism 
implies a multiplicity of such centres of power; but although absolutism 
implies one, and pluralism several, concentrations of power, both in¬ 
volve some sort of concentrated power. In so far as pluralism involves 
concentrated power, and in so far as absolutism is equated with con¬ 
centrated (or centralised) power, then it must be concluded that plural¬ 
ism is an absolutism - and this is a highly unsatisfactory conclusion to 
have to draw. Accordingly, we must avoid identifying absolutism with 
centralisation. It involves centralisation, in the way that farming in¬ 
volves land, but the two are not identical. 

To the above it might be objected that the arguments for one centre 
of power (absolutism) and several (pluralism) are significantly different 
(with which one is obliged to agree): and thus that the reduction of the 
one to the other simply cannot be achieved (with which one must again 
agree). This position may be further elaborated to suggest that since the 
relevant distinction between pluralism and absolutism is that they in¬ 
volve different quanta of concentrations of power, it is pointless to 
conclude that they both involve concentrated power since it is not the 
concentration but the quanta of concentration that distinguishes them. 
(Yet again one agrees.) But the upshot of this is that we secure at this 
juncture what we first sought: the conclusion that absolutism cannot be 
identified with the mere concentration of power. For the sorts of arrange¬ 
ment promoted by various types of pluralism, which negate absolutism, 
also involve some form of concentrated power. Although absolutism 
involves concentrated power, the latter cannot be identified with it per se. 
The only problem raised by the notion that absolutism involves some 
greater concentration of power is that we have no means of determining 
how much greater such a concentation must be to be styled ‘absolute’. 
If the distinction between the absolute and the non-absolute is a mere 
matter of degree then the stipulated cut-off point will inevitably prove 
both variable and arbitrary. In these circumstances, it is possible that 
any power of which one disapproves will be termed ‘absolute’. 

It might now be objected (starting anew) that absolutism should be 
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opposed to pluralism in the sense that the one involves movement 
towards the concentration of power and the other movement towards its 
diffusion. Thus movement in one direction cannot be readily confused 
with movement in another. (This argument is in some degree perfectly 
acceptable.) One may well contrast the concentration of power with its 
diffusion and, accordingly, absolutism with pluralism, so conceived. 
There is, however, at least one difficulty involved in this operation, and 
it is a fairly serious one: in so far as absolutism is identified with the 
concentration of power, and in so far as absolutism so understood is 
generally construed to be evil, one must regard any move towards con¬ 
centrating power as evil. This raises the serious moral question as to 
whether any move towards concentration of power must necessarily be 
regarded as mistaken or evil or bad. If so, then power as such must be 
construed as evil or bad. For all power involves some concentration; and 
in the elaboration of this power what is at least initially involved is 
always some form of movement towards a concentration. When, for 
example, any family is created, in so far as the family shows a unity, 
what is revealed is a movement towards the concentration of power. 
When any corporation or club or new government department is 
created, what is again revealed is a move towards the concentration of 
power. When any federal government is established, such as that of the 
Americans in 1786 or that of the Swiss in 1848, what is revealed yet 
again is a move towards the concentration of power - and in these two 
cases towards a greater concentration than existed over the same geo¬ 
political area immediately before. Speaking more generally, the diffusion 
of power from one centre always involves some form of concentration at 
another. A parent, for example, who delegates authority over the 
youngest child to the eldest, has at one and the same time spread his 
own authority and increased that of the eldest child. A government, for 
example, which delegates authority to a colony, or, if it is a federal 
government, to a state (relating to taxation or education or whatever) 
spreads its own power but simultaneously increases and concentrates 
that of the colony or state. Diffusion and concentration go hand in 
hand; diffusion of power from one centre involves concentration at 
another; concentration at one point siphons off power from another; 
thus no diffusion or concentration of power is really absolute but only 
relative to certain loci. Although movements towards the concentration 
or towards the diffusion of power can be distinguished from one another, 
this is only so in respect of some arbitrarily determined locus. 

Since, considering the matter generally, concentration involves 
diffusion and vice versa, we cannot consistently say that one or the 
other is in itself evil, except in respect of some specific power centre 
from which it is diffused or in which it is concentrated. We may say that 
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it is undesirable to deprive a family head, or feudal magnate, or tribal 
chieftain, or captain of industry, or state governor, or federal president 
or reigning monarch of all (or some degree of) power; we tnay also say 
that it is desirable to increase the power of any one or all of these 
figures. To increase the power of the family head may be to decrease 
that of the spouse or of his (or her) offspring, as well as that of the state; 
to increase the power of the state or provincial governor may be to 
decrease that of the counties and of the central or federal government. 
Similarly, to decrease the power of the president or the prime minister 
may be to increase that of the Congress or state governor or the monarch 
or capitalist or segregationist or whatever. Since concentration (at some 
locus) involves diffusion (from some other); since one can promote 
neither concentration nor diffusion without in some way promoting 
both; one cannot, therefore, consistently maintain the desirability of 
either except in respect of some specific power centre which one wishes 
either to create or preserve. It is impossible meaningfully to oppose or 
promote centralisation of power as such. It is accordingly unhelpful to 
label any and all movement towards centralisation as ‘absolutism’, 
since that is only another way of condemning it or giving it a dirty 
name. Using Beloff as an example, I have suggested that some writers 
are inclined to equate absolutism with centralism. I have also argued that 
the equation, for various reasons, is unsatisfactory and useless. There 
may be many good reasons for moving towards centralisation of one 
sort or another (just as there may be many good reasons for moving in a 
contrary direction). But the determination of right and wrong cannot be 
made abstractly but only in relation to what is actually being centralised 
or decentralised. Thus when we describe Bodin and Hobbes as ab¬ 
solutists, we do not merely mean that they promoted centralised power, 
although they did; but that they promoted centralised power in a 
certain way. Now that we have seen what absolutism is not, as also the 
most important of its justifications, we may return to a fuller statement 
about what it is. 

ABSOLUTISM AS NORM AND FACT 

In this discussion of absolutism it is important to realise that I am not 
merely defining, or revealing the essential meaning of, a term. I am 
referring to an experience of a particular kind which, on one level, 
involves the justification of universal movement towards centralised 
power and, on another level, merely involves the act of being motivated 
to achieve some form of universal movement towards centralised power. 
In themselves, justification and motivation are fundamentally the 
same. But the same core phenomenon must often be looked at from 
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different perspectives. In the present context, ‘justification’ is to be 
seen as a matter of ethical argument; the actual ‘motivation’ as a matter 
of historical record (although reliable records of motivations are 
dauntingly rare). In regard to justification, which covers the normative 
aspect of the matter, absolutism may be most conveniently regarded as a 
recommendation of universal application for movement in the direction 
of more centralised power. In regard to actual motivation, which covers 
the merely factual or descriptive characterisation of the absolutist norm, 
absolutism may be regarded as the specific historical impulse as demon¬ 
strated by any particular agent or agents to achieve inimitably centralised 
power. The distinction indicated here, then, is between absolutism as a 
norm and absolutism as the historical manifestation of that norm in 
operation. One or a group of agents who recommend absolutism may be 
called absolutist; but merely to describe absolutism will not necessarily 
qualify the describer as recommending it. We should keep it in mind 
that the historical ‘description’ of absolutism is only usefully a descrip¬ 
tion of a motivation, not of centralisation per se, given that some forms 
of centralisation, like the poor (and the rich) are always with us. 

The distinction between norm and description is necessary. To ad¬ 
vance the norm allows us to recommend the movement. Merely to 
advance the description, by contrast, allows us to condemn the move¬ 
ment, or to remain neutral about it, or (which is very important) to 
assume an appearance of neutrality while covertly recommending it. A 
writer who describes the character of centralised power is not necessarily 
to be regarded as an absolutist: he may oppose it. One who recommends 
centralised power in some particular context is not necessarily to be 
regarded as an absolutist either: he may think the broader claim harmful 
or unnecessary or impossible. To the extent that Bodin and Hobbes are 
regarded as describing the movement towards greater centralisation as 
‘objectively’ necessary, inevitable and illimitable, they may be regarded 
as covert absolutists (i.e. they accept morally what they may be sup¬ 
posed - merely factually - to describe). More obviously, to the extent 
that Bodin and Hobbes directly recommend greater centralisation, in 
some universal and illimitable manner, they must be regarded as overt 
absolutists. Their absolutism cannot be reduced to the mere fact that 
they recommend that power be more highly concentrated at a given 
centre. They become absolutists, or approximate to becoming absolut¬ 
ists, where or in the degree that they recommend (overtly or covertly) 
the concentration of power in an a priori, which is to say illimitable, 
fashion. 

Where political organisation persists, political power or authority can 
no more be made absolute than it can be absolutely destroyed. It is not 
destroyed (i.e. non-existent) where anyone exercises influence or 
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control over someone else. It is not absolute (i.e. entirely concentrated 
in one locus) where the controller requires any degree of assent from 
either co-controllers (actual or potential) or from those controlled. In 
every social organisation someone influences or controls someone else 
and no ruler rules without some degree of assent from the ruled or 
from co-rulers. Political pluralism is impossible in so far as it recom¬ 
mends a ‘complete’ diffusion of power. Political absolutism is impossible 
in so far as it recommends a ‘complete’ concentration of power. To 
restrict our concern to political absolutism, we can see that it is built 
around a recommendatory exaggeration. In the strict sense, it is plain 
that power cannot be made absolute; hence it is foolish to wish it so. But 
this is so obvious that it is difficult to believe that anyone could ever 
have recommended it. Bodin and Hobbes, for example, were absorbed 
by the problems of their own times; a problem for one’s own time, of 
course, is not necessarily a problem for all time; it almost, indeed, 
seems that it is necessarily not so, given the radical differences that exist 
between any given period and some other (but not necessarily any 
other). One might therefore conclude that Bodin and Hobbes were not 
writing for all times but for their own time. And there is inevitably 
some truth in this - enough truth, in fact, to occasion the three brief 
chapters of historical background that have been provided on Machia- 
velli, Bodin and Hobbes. There is, nonetheless, an even more obvious 
case of a contrary kind that has to be made. This is that Bodin and 
Hobbes were generalising from their own historical condition to the 
human condition per se; their solutions were therefore carried over in an 
equally universal manner. They were making a recommendation not 
merely for their own times but also for posterity, and their most serious 
mistakes were contained in the propositions they vouchsafed to the 
future. 

That one should be most mistaken in the arguments one wills to the 
future seems almost inevitable. There is a great deal to be said for the 
view that any social theory tends to be more valid for the writer’s own 
than for some earlier or later period. C. B. Macpherson, for example, 
argues that recommendations are inescapably geared to existing social 
facts; and that Hobbes’s recommendations were basically appropriate to 
the facts of his own day - but not universally.1 Without following 
Macpherson further and without trying to defend him from a variety of 
different attacks, I would suggest that the general point is valid. This 
position may be more fully developed in the following way. A social or 
political ‘scientist’ will often write with a view to locating universal 
truths. Those truths will usually or always escape him; and what he will 

1 C. B. Macpherson, The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism: Hobbes 
to Locke (Oxford, 1962), p. 13. 
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capture instead are features that are universally recurrent, or nearly so, 
in his own experience (his experience of course may be more or less 
broad). He can only generalise from what he knows. What he knows may 
assume the character of a problem or puzzle or abuse or good. This he 
may wish to solve or end or promote. His theoretical response, by virtue 
of being a ‘response’, will always in some fashion be related (indeed, 
‘bound’) to his circumstances or at least to the manner in which he 
understands those circumstances. In this sense, a writer’s ‘philosophy’ 
cannot be entirely dissociated from his ‘history’ - his recommendations 
are limited by, and are related to, his perception of the existing social 
facts. It becomes extremely difficult, accordingly, to will these recom¬ 
mendations to the future. 

Having indicated that absolutism involves a significant exaggeration, 
which is difficult to sustain, and yet that the exaggeration is nonetheless 
built upon a basic appreciation of certain extant social facts, we may 
proceed to the consideration that an essential concern of the absolutist, 
whether in his own or any other time, is to eliminate any source of 
ambiguity or equivocation in the ordering of human affairs. The 
absolutist, or the man who recommends increasingly centralised power 
as a matter of principle, or as a sort of political reflex action, is liable to 
equate ambiguous control with anarchy. He accordingly insists upon the 
elimination of all overlapping authority; the elimination of all am¬ 
biguous sources of control such as divine or natural law; the transforma¬ 
tion of‘rule of law’ into rule by determinate men; and the recognition of 
all control, and therefore of all law, as positive, in the sense of flowing 
from some determinate and specifiable human superior. 

Absolutism is easier to analyse in its normative than in its descriptive 
aspect. The idea of absolutism as a universal recommendation for 
increasingly centralised power is easier to deal with than the idea of 
absolutism as a fact of a priori or universally motivated movement 
towards increasingly centralised power. For where power is made more 
concentrated, it may be that the motives of those responsible for this 
concentration are ad hoc and not principled, or principled and not ad 
hoc; and since absolutism cannot be equated with just any move towards 
centralised power, the distinction - as we have said - must lie in the 
motives of the promoters of such power; and since motives are notorious¬ 
ly difficult to elicit, absolutism as a fact becomes proportionately diffi¬ 
cult to tie down. Accordingly, I do not wish to probe absolutism, in the 
present context, with a view to discovering what historical periods or 
what governments were or are absolutist (implying that the majority of 
agents involved were or are committed to the norm of absolutism); I 
shall only assume instead that absolutism can be invoked as a norm and, 
further, that it is, has been and will be posited by various agents over 
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time. This is an elementary assumption and no difficulty whatever 
attaches to proving at least part of it since both Bodin and Hobbes 
(although Hobbes more than Bodin) may be adduced as ready examples 
of men who promoted this norm. 

COUNTER-ARGUMENTS TO THE ABSOLUTIST NORM 

If we regard absolutism for the moment simply as a recommendation or 
norm promoting increasing and illimitable concentrations of power, we 
can see that arguments of the sort set out in the opening paragraph of 
this chapter may be advanced to support it. There are various ways of 
questioning or - if you like - testing the tenability of a recommendation 
or norm. One of these ways is by questioning the evidence or arguments 
advanced in support of it. (By contrast, one might, for example, posit a 
higher norm and argue that the lower norm is inconsistent with it.) If 
one questions this evidence, one may conclude that the latter is either 
true or false or uncertain. Assuming that the recommendation is made or 
the norm is held because of the evidence, to conclude that the latter is 
false or uncertain undermines the norm; but even if the evidence is 
accounted valid, one might yet conclude that it does not support the 
norm, that it tends to lead to a quite different type of stipulation regard¬ 
ing what ought to be done. I consider that the most important suppor¬ 
tive argument for absolutism is that set out in the opening paragraph of 
the present chapter. Since I regard absolutism as containing or expres¬ 
sing an error or mistake of some kind, it will be necessary to indicate 
what sort of an error or mistake is involved. Here we shall look into the 
matter from two aspects: (a) whether the basic supportive argument for 
absolutism is somehow mistaken; or (b) whether that argument is 
basically correct but mistakenly assumed to support the absolutist 
norm. There is also the question (c) whether the error involved some¬ 
how or in some degree overlaps both (a) and (b). 

When we review the supportive argument for absolutism, it seems 
convincing at a number of points. A multiplicity of authorities can 
authorise a multiplicity of conflicting acts; such authorisations are 
nothing less than rules or regulations or laws; and where these genuinely 
conflict the implication is that there really is no law; for an authorisation 
that is not clearly applied (i.e. with internal consistency) cannot be 
clearly or consistently followed; and where laws are unclear (which they 
inevitably are if internally inconsistent) the predictability of behaviour 
becomes equally unclear, since there are no fixed and generally accepted 
rules to be followed: and in the degree that there are no such rules, in 
such degree there is no security. 

In objection to the above, it might be suggested that all authority is or 
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should be based upon popular accord. The difficulty, however, is that 
social order does not just exist, it has to be devised. Devising it always 
depends, indeed, upon some degree of accord; but this accord is always 
far from complete; for though men may be agreed upon certain general 
principles or rules (which, in fact, not all men are agreed upon), there 
are always significant differences between them in regard to the inter¬ 
pretation or application of those principles or rules. These differences of 
interpretation and application are important. Consequently, social 
organisation implies and requires not only agreement about rules, but 
also agreement regarding the designation of some determinate inter¬ 
preter of the rules. In any social system, where the rules governing it 
have any fixity, the assignment of responsibility for decision-making 
must also assume some fixity. For to be able to know clearly what the 
rules are requires that one be able to determine, equally clearly, who 
decides what the rules are, and how they are applied. The effect of this 
is that government, if complete agreement between the governed is not 
to be expected, cannot be entirely based upon consent and, therefore, 
must in some degree prove arbitrary. Since this is true, it is reasonable 
to conclude that men should consent to some arbitrariness in the governing 
process, given that otherwise there can be no government. This basic 
point is, I believe, perfectly valid. 

The real question that arises, however, relates to the degree of 
arbitrariness that the governing process can be said minimally or 
necessarily to involve. Disagreement is endemic, so a coherent social 
system must at crucial points ensure that there is some means of getting 
round it. Common courses of action must be decided upon even though 
complete accord on the substantive issues in question can almost never 
be reached. The need for this cloture principle, the need for some form 
of finality in the direction of affairs, pinpoints the sort of arbitrariness 
that the governing process necessarily involves. This need for resolu¬ 
tion, fixity, finality - which cannot escape being arbitrary in a degree - 
means, as indicated, that we must not only be able to say what the rules 
are, but also who decides upon their content and mode of application. 
But to say that the governing process must in some degree prove 
arbitrary, as we have noted, does not tell us in what degree it must prove 
so. Thus, although the basic point, as already conceded, is valid, we 
must recognise that it is also ambiguous. 

We may as easily remark of an isolated individual, as of an association 
of individuals, that he or they must not only contemplate proposals but 
activate them, must not only contemplate decisions but actually decide, 
must not only debate what is to be done but actually do something. 
Indecision within an individual is the parallel to disagreement within an 
assembly. Indecision and disagreement must at some point be resolved. 
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But to say that differences have to be resolved is not to say when they 
must be resolved: here we have an ambiguity. Further, in the case of a 
group, to say that differences must be resolved is not to say how they 
should be, or can be, resolved: here we have another ambiguity. 

Any existing society must be regarded as a group, some sort of 
assembly, in the sense that the whole is held together by reference to a 
cluster of rules or norms which are actually operative - i.e. both issued 
and obeyed. The society exists in so far as it demonstrates accord and 
we may assume that that accord is never complete. The accord that 
actually exists, which indicates a matching of rule-issuance with rule- 
acceptance, is itself a form of finality: the rule in operation is the only 
real sort of finality that a society or polity can achieve. It may be argued 
that a society or a state, conceived as some form of committee of the 
whole, should resolve its differences, i.e. achieve finality (which is 
accord, the accepted operationalisation of some rule or rules) by 
empowering a single individual to decide. It may equally be argued that 
finality should be achieved by empowering a limited number of indi¬ 
viduals to decide. Or it may be argued that the group as a whole ought 
to decide the matter for itself. 

What we must note, however, is that whether we say that an indi¬ 
vidual, or a restricted number of individuals, or the group as a whole, 
should be asked to decide a matter or take a decision of some sort for the 
group (as a whole), we are in all cases arguing that the entire group 
should reach or accept a decision of some kind. Either it must agree 
to empower one person to make further decisions or it must agree 
to empower a restricted number of persons to do so, or it must accept to 
take such decisions for itself. In no case, therefore, is it possible to 
avoid the problems which attend the achievement of accord - or finality. 
Agreement will not necessarily be more difficult in the last case than in 
the first. It might indeed be easier. An assembly, or a society as a whole, 
might be far more inclined to try to decide all matters for itself rather 
than surrender - if such were its only alternative - all authority to 
decide to a single individual among the membership. Since the group 
as a whole must decide upon some one of the courses of action indicated, 
it does not, by pitching upon any one of them, avoid, but rather 
instances, the achievement of finality. It would seem more likely in any 
event that what would determine a group to assign a decision-making 
responsibility to one of its sub-units (whether one person or several) is 
not so much the difficulty of achieving agreement within the group as the 
more obvious limitations of time and space. The conclusion we come to is 
that the delegation of authority to sub-units of an organisational whole 
may proceed from a desire for efficiency, but it does not in any case 
bypass what the act of delegation itself instances - i.e. agreement, finality. 
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Finality may be desirable, but there is never any way of guaranteeing 
it, and it assumes no particular form which can be regarded universally 
as best. If the difficulty is simply that men are inclined to disagree, then 
there is no simple or single way of overcoming the difficulty. To get 
them to agree that one person should have a final power of decision in 
all spheres would be a most extraordinary - politically a virtually 
impossible - achievement. For them all, in any sizeable polity, actually 
to exercise in common a final power of decision would only rarely prove 
possible (if ever) because the attention of many would be absorbed by 
other matters and such a deliberative body would of course prove 
unwieldy. The general tendency would presumably be for a final power 
of decision to be delegated to, or be accepted as the proper preserve of, 
some intermediate body or bodies. But even within an assembly where 
every member (at some point) agrees upon a particular course of action, 
that assembly cannot guarantee that each member will adhere to his 
original opinion and himself abide by the common course decided 
upon. All the less likely is it that an intermediate group, which actually 
excludes the vast majority of those who will be affected by its decisions, 
can possibly guarantee (in whatever fashion its legal prerogatives may be 
described) that those who are excluded from its counsels will abide by 
the rules that result from its deliberations. In the end, the only finality, 
or order, that we achieve in society is when the rules laid down are those 
actually observed. We may say that co-incidence is more likely where 
consultation is more extended; but this may also mean that many rules 
will not be issued where consultation reveals that they would be rejected. 
Guarantees of co-incidence, of the matching of rule-acceptance to rule- 
issuance, are not possible. 

Final decisions, whoever issues them, have to be complied with to 
prove effective. This means that one does not escape the difficulty of 
achieving accord merely by setting up an external agent to establish it. 
Separate authorities create difficulties because they may conflict. But 
the case is the same with separate individuals. Separate individuals may 
disagree and ask another to judge. Separate groups of individuals may 
disagree and ask another group to mediate. But if separate individuals 
have agreed that there must be a judge, they are at least agreed in that 
particular. Where the judge is an individual, he must somehow make up 
his mind. Where the mediator is a group, its members must agree among 
themselves in order to come to any sort of conclusion. In all cases, 
whatever is decided has to be accepted and thus the process of rule- 
issuance, whatever the source, cannot in the end be divorced from that 
of rule-acceptance. They are a conjoint activity and, as such, constitute 
whatever form of order a society or state may achieve. Legal finality, in 
short, is after a point a will-o’-the-wisp. The ordering of any society is 
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always ultimately a twofold activity, and no agent or body, when con¬ 
ceived merely as a supplier of rules, can of itself establish whatever order 
is desired. 

In so far as complete agreement is not possible, a political system is to 
be described as arbitrary in the degree that the approximation to such 
agreement recedes. Our assumption here is that no system operates on 
the basis of complete agreement and thus that every system is in part 
arbitrary. This is not to say that every system must be arbitrary in the 
degree that it actually is. Most could probably operate far less arbi¬ 
trarily than they do. If a political system existed in which everyone was 
agreed, the finality of decision involved in this circumstance would 
exclude arbitrariness. Assuming that no political system exists in which 
everyone is agreed, each system is in such degree arbitrary. Agreements 
reached, or decisions made, in excluding the full consent of all, are 
‘final’, but arbitrarily so, which means not entirely so, since not every¬ 
one accepts them. He who exercises final discretion - since his exercise 
of it is not entirely accepted by others - wields also, necessarily, some 
form of arbitrary authority. 

Finality, considered for all practical purposes as a form of arbitrari¬ 
ness, is often regarded as involving some kind of ‘lawlessness’. We 
frequently hear of an opposition between a ‘government of laws’ and a 
‘government of men’. Strictly speaking, no such opposition is possible, 
since laws are devised by men and men are regulated by laws. Even 
where an individual (the despot, the ‘absolute’ monarch) exercises a 
final power of decision in all spheres of government, this can be as¬ 
signed by law. Where such authority is exercised by a body of men, the 
same will hold. An agent’s sovereignty may be ‘lawless’ by reference to 
past or projected laws, but not necessarily by reference to his own. 

Lawlessness, of course, involves the notion of agents not being bound 
by various types of procedure. And every sovereign is in some degree so 
placed; but they are placed so in different degrees. A law which assigns 
to a single individual a final right of decision in all spheres of govern¬ 
ment effectively places that individual above the law - apart from that 
law which itself confers such a sweeping competence. A law, however, 
which confers such authority upon a collectivity (the typical parlia¬ 
mentary or congressional regime) places the latter above the law in a 
far more restricted degree. First, in so far as the law actually defines the 
sovereign’s competence, then the latter is lawful. Secondly, where the 
sovereign is an assembly, it is necessarily bound by rules of procedure 
without which, as an assembly, it could not exist. Even where a sovereign 
assembly wishes to alter its procedure, it must follow its procedure. 
Thirdly, there is a necessary distinction (and potential conflict) be¬ 
tween the individual identities of the members and their collective 
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identity as the sovereign. Since an individual member is not equivalent 
to the entire membership, he cannot automatically make himself 
unaccountable before the law when he infringes it - even though it is 
law which he himself may have participated in formulating. In these 
senses, accordingly, a collective sovereign is necessarily less ‘lawless’ 
than an individual who is sovereign. Thus, although the process of 
finalisation, where there is not absolute unanimity, is necessarily 
arbitrary, the more inclusive is the composition of the sovereign, the less 
arbitrary or ‘lawless’ (in the sense indicated) can the sovereign be 
regarded as being. 

Finality involves arbitrariness, and arbitrariness, in some degree, 
involves being above the law. Finality, however, exists on two different 
levels. First, it exists in the sense of actually instancing conformity to 
rules. Secondly, it exists in the sense of residing in different loci. On the 
first level, assuming that absolute conformity never exists, finality is 
always arbitrary and never absolutely achieved. On the second level, 
finality can be said to exist in some degree, but always in different 
degrees. Thus the membership of any organisation can only rarely if 
ever achieve complete accord. At the least there can be agreement about 
some procedure which will permit the organisation, even if arbitrarily, 
to conduct its business and conclude its affairs. Where an organisation 
exists it must entertain some procedure by which final decisions are 
reached, and these procedures may specify that one or more individuals 
(up to and including the entire membership) should exercise that final 
power. 

On the one hand, we have in effect suggested that any order, if it is to 
exist, must prove arbitrary. On the other hand, we have suggested that 
any order, however arbitrary, must be based upon accord. What this 
means is that where any order exists it is in some degree arbitrary and 
that this arbitrariness is in some degree accepted. What we started from 
was the notion that every order must contain some procedural means for 
securing finality. What we end with is the notion that this finality can 
only ultimately reside within, not outside, that order - which means 
that there is no certain means of achieving it as well as that its character 
is intrinsically ambiguous. 

The basic supportive argument for absolutism, understood as some 
form of factual assertion, is that where an order exists, it involves a 
resolution of disputes, a finality of decision, and that such resolute 
finality is in part necessarily arbitrary. Although the argument is sound 
it is also true that ‘order’, as well as being ambiguous, is not completely 
realisable. Since finality is based upon accord between rule-issuance and 
rule-acceptance, and since complete acceptance of rules is unlikely, 
complete or absolute order is equally unlikely. Since, again, finality is 
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based upon accord, and since there can and will be different levels of 
accord, the forms of order established will vary greatly in degree and 
kind. The degree and type of arbitrariness involved in one form of rule 
or government or order will not be the same as that involved in another. 
Since these differences are real, what plainly falls out is that, whatever 
may be said in support of the supportive argument for absolutism, it 
certainly does not follow that any degree or type of order is equivalent 
to that of any other. It does not follow from the fact that some arbi¬ 
trariness is an inescapable component of government, that any degree 
of arbitrariness that does or may come to exist is equally inescapable. 

In no society can there be ‘genuine’ security, outside of some degree 
of common accord regarding the propriety of different men’s aspirations 
and actions. This common accord is not necessarily secured by formally 
delegating all decision-making responsibility to one or to a very re¬ 
stricted number of individuals. One may delegate responsibility to a 
single individual, but this very delegation betrays some common accord. 
If there ever exists some common accord, it is always possible that more 
may be forthcoming. Where a group is delegated, or takes upon itself, 
a decision-making power, then for it to continue as a group, taking such 
decisions, it must again show a large measure of accord. 

The notion of ‘accord’ is not reducible to that of ‘security’. Accord 
involves intrinsically an element of risk, which may undermine security. 
Since all government is based on some level of accord, or mutual 
accommodation, every order which a government projects is on some 
level inherently unstable. The very fact that men can agree means that 
they can disagree. One can indeed achieve a measure of ‘agreement’ by 
resorting to ‘force’. But if one attempts to achieve agreement by use of 
force, and the use of force has in turn to be agreed upon, one is caught 
up in a circular impasse. Force can generate or impose accord; its use 
can also destroy accord; therefore it is no universal answer to the prob¬ 
lem of social disorder or instability. One man may be allowed to decide 
in order to settle other men’s differences, but he cannot do so if they all 
oppose his solutions. Many men may decide to compose their own 
differences, but they cannot do so if unprepared to concede some things 
which they would prefer not to. Absolute order must be based upon 
absolute agreement, and since the latter is unlikely so is the former. We 
cannot escape this conclusion by sanctioning as final either an individual 
or a collective will. 

If we can agree to obey one man, we can agree to obey a majority of 
men. Both moves involve accord. Both moves involve the establishment 
of arbitrary ends to argument. There is no way of guaranteeing accord. 
What is certainly false is the assumption that obeying one person 
necessarily produces greater stability than obeying a majority; or that 
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always creating more rules makes an order more stable than it would be 
with less; or that penalising all infractions of rules ensures fuller rule- 
observance in future; or that harsher punishment is an ever-appropriate 
response to more infractions of existing rules. 

BODIN AND HOBBES AS ABSOLUTISTS 

To describe either Bodin or Hobbes as an absolutist will meet with 
predictable objections. These are justifiable to the extent that the expres¬ 
sion ‘absolutist’ is simply used as a means of writing them off - whether 
intellectually or morally. Such attempts to write them off are fatuous; 
and yet it seems perfectly clear that both, within the limits of the present 
understanding of the term, can appropriately be called absolutists. 
Those who wish to defend Bodin, but object to Hobbes, are likely to 
complain that the two ‘belong to altogether different and incompatible 
traditions’ - but this is to exaggerate. J. U. Lewis, who has written in 
these terms, is, however, perfectly right to complain of the general 
tendency merely to read Bodin ‘as a primer for an understanding of 
Hobbes’.1 Although Bodin is a proper introduction to Hobbes, the 
latter can in no way be treated as a mere deduction from the former. To 
argue so leads us to lose sight of Bodin’s insistence upon just law, upon 
its conformity, on one level, to natural and divine law, and, on another, 
to social utility, all of which suggests that Bodin’s argument yields more 
than a merely monomaniacal defence of sovereign power. 

Some of those who defend Hobbes, whatever the position taken on 
Bodin, are inclined to argue ‘that Hobbes is not an absolutist precisely 
because he is an authoritarian’. I am not entirely clear as to what precise 
meaning should be attached to this formula, but looking at the matter in 
the round, I feel bound to conclude that Professor Oakeshott has pushed 
much too far his defence of Hobbes.2 It is simply not true that Hobbes’s 
civil society does not exclude ‘the freedom of the individual’. On the 
most elementary level, it is plain that every actual society limits, and that 
proposed solutions to social problems must presuppose such limits 
being placed upon, ‘the freedom of the individual’. But, beyond this. 
Leviathan goes about as far as it is possible to go in terms of recom¬ 
mended extensions, whether held in reserve or activated, of sovereign 
power - proposing a rigorous censorship, the complete elimination of 
open political debate and religious worship, and virtually total opposi¬ 
tion to every conceivable check that might be placed on governmental 
power. It is not even the case that Hobbes recommends these moves on 

1 J. U. Lewis, ‘Jean Bodin’s “Logic of Sovereignty” Political Studies, vol. 
l6, no. 2, (1968), pp. 220, 222. 

2 See Michael Oakeshott’s Introduction to Leviathan (Oxford, 1955), p. lvii. 
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an emergency basis; being far more consistent than Bodin, he contends 
that they are essential to orderly government at all times, no matter 
what the circumstances. Either Hobbes is an absolutist or no one is. 
This conclusion does not preclude the concession that Hobbes, viewed 
personally, appears extraordinarily individualistic; nor that his argu¬ 
ment is based upon an individualistic premise. Although we cannot 
contend that Hobbes is not an absolutist precisely because of his 
authoritarianism, we can contend that his authoritarianism becomes so 
extreme, to the point of becoming absolutist, because of his recognition, 
not of the sinfulness, but of the inevitability, of individualism. In Fear 
of Power I argued that anarchism is the reductio ad absurdum of liberal¬ 
ism or individualism conceived in a strictly doctrinaire fashion. It did 
not occur to me at the time, but seems transparently obvious now, that 
this same conclusion was implicit in all that Hobbes wrote. It is because 
Hobbes regarded men as unavoidably individualistic, fated to mis¬ 
understand and therefore to contend with one another, that he became 
such a complete authoritarian absolutist. Hobbes’s basic concession to 
individualism may make him an individualist, but only in the most 
minimal sense - for he uses that concession only to demonstrate how 
truly dangerous individualism is. 

It is appropriate that Bodin and Hobbes be studied together. Yet it is 
necessary to point out that Bodin is not a mere exponent of just law nor 
Hobbes of state supremacy. In different argumentative ways they were 
both concerned with increasing the degree of peace, order, stability and 
security in their respective societies. And the forceful initiation of the 
argument by Bodin, in terms of the necessity of sovereign power being 
absolute and perpetual, was entirely pertinent to a fuller attempt at the 
justification of absolutist policies by Hobbes. 

A CRITIQUE OF BODINIAN ABSOLUTISM 

Although there is a great deal of validity in the supportive argument for 
absolutism, that argument, if accepted, does not necessarily commit or 
require one to adopt the absolutist norm. It will be recalled that the 
latter was stated to consist in a recommendation of universal application 
for movement in the direction of more highly centralised power. The 
transition is made from the wholly acceptable notion that social order 
requires the clear designation of human depositories of authority (no 
less than of rules governing its exercise), to the unacceptable notion that 
genuine social order and security require that the nature of the authority 
conferred must be totally undifferentiated or absolute. To say that 
genuine social or political order requires the establishment of a total and 
undifferentiated power on the part of the ruler or ruling group, which is 
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not subject to any law but above it, is just another way of recommending 
that, in any political time or circumstance, one ought (always or uni¬ 
versally) to promote a fully centralised and integrated form of human 
authority. Universally to recommend as highly centralised a form of 
authority as is humanly possible is, in turn, just another way of advising 
those under authority to render to the latter, where centrally defined, a 
virtually total and absolute obedience, irrespective of the circum¬ 
stances. 

The classical theory of sovereignty both contains the basic supportive 
argument for absolutism and, of course, makes the transition to norma¬ 
tive absolutism, as a projection from that argument. Bodin is the chief 
exponent of the theory and stakes a claim for normative absolutism in 
terms of the propriety and necessity of state power - the power of the 
ruling element in any polity - being absolute and perpetual. This is to 
be interpreted as a recommendation directed to rulers and ruled, the 
first in regard to the desirability of a virtually total concentration of 
power and the second in regard to the desirability of virtually total 
obedience to such a concentration of power. A full analysis of this 
position is provided in chapters io and n, so we may here rely upon a 
summary of the analysis and criticism provided there (especially 
chapter n), and from that draw further conclusions. 

To begin with, there is the question as to what ‘absolute power’ really 
means and whether it can possibly be made to exist anyway. If ‘absolute’ 
means ‘total’, and if a community definitionally consists of more distinct 
individuals than one, then is it at all possible for one such individual, 
however much loved or feared, to dispose of or control the entirety of 
that power exercised by all other individuals ? In so far as the answer to 
this question is in the negative, then the absolutist goal, interpreted as 
an aspiration towards ‘total’ power, becomes absurd because un- 
realisable. (Ought implies can.) 

To continue, there is the question as to what ‘perpetual power’ really 
means and whether it, too, could possibly be regarded as a realisable 
goal. If ‘perpetual’ referred to a power that somehow continued 
unending through time, then it would only be necessary to show that no 
sovereign, whether an individual or a group of individuals, has con¬ 
tinued so; and that it appears improbable that they could do so; from 
which it would seem to follow not only that no sovereign or stable 
government ever has existed, but that none is ever likely to exist. If 
literal perpetuity of power is required as a precondition of orderly 
government, then the latter seems an impossibility, from which we may 
conclude that to seek after either is absurd. 

Finally, there is the question of whether and in what sense any power 
can be regarded as unlimited. If we look at power as being exercised 
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from any given centre, the latter may show greater or less facility in its 
operations, and perhaps exercise a broader or narrower sway. But how¬ 
ever extensive an authority’s power, it would always be possible to say 
that it could not just do anything, it could not do everything, and that 
there were always certain specific achievements, even if desired and 
sought after, which could not be accomplished. The power of a single 
individual who rules through underlings is limited in what he can do 
through his dependence upon them. The power of a single individual 
who rules without underlings is limited by the very fact that he lacks 
their assistance. A group of individuals who rule as a group are limited 
in what they do by virtue of the necessity of their recognising, and not 
infringing, those rules which impart to them the character of some sort 
of regulated collectivity. No individual or group, though one may have 
more power than another, can meaningfully be said to have unlimited 
power. (But even if it were conceded that the power of some particular 
sovereign were unlimited, this notion could only begin to make sense if 
applied in the context of domestic, not foreign, politics: for no one 
government has ever - not even formally - held sway over the entire 
world.) Given the impossibility of unlimited power, a striving after 
illimitability must also be regarded as absurd. 

The argument for inimitably centralised power - in Bodin’s ter¬ 
minology, for absolute and perpetual power - is absurd because the goal 
posited is unrealisable. This suggests that the transition from the notion 
that ‘social order requires some sort of clear chain of command’ to the 
notion that ‘the power of the topmost commander must be completely 
centralised or absolute’ is not only unnecessary but impossible. To a 
large extent, Bodin is aware that inimitably centralised (i.e. absolute and 
perpetual) power is impossible to realise. But he is not always aware of 
this; and so he falls into inconsistencies and exaggerates. In his own 
time and circumstances he wanted to increase the power of the sovereign; 
he wanted to make it far more unquestionable than it then was. But to 
the extent that his argument is of this kind, it is of merely limited 
application and not absolutist at all. The difficulty is that Bodin’s 
argument is of both kinds: of limited historical application, but largely 
and inconsistently promoted as a panacea - and therefore promotive of 
absolutism, in the sense we have given the expression. 

A CRITIQUE OF HOBBESIAN ABSOLUTISM 

In order to compensate for the endemic conflict that is characteristic of 
the human condition, Bodin argues (normatively) that state power 
ought to be, and (factually) that, where a polity is stable and orderly, 
state power is, centrally, totally, absolutely and perpetually centred in 
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the hands of the sovereign or ruler. This is the position which Hobbes 
starts from and develops with extraordinary skill and completeness. For 
Hobbes, men are self-contained and mutually incomprehensible to an 
exceedingly dangerous degree; a psychological and epistemological 
solipsism renders them excessively conflict-prone; rival powers or 
shared authority do not resolve but exacerbate the problem; men aim to 
achieve peace and security; these they can only achieve through unity; 
the only path to unity is authority; authority is merely the agreement of 
some men to obey some other man or men; where that authority is 
contested or withdrawn there can be no unity, nor therefore any peace 
or security; thus either authority is entire and unquestioned, or law and 
order are undermined. It is because Hobbes constructs this stark choice 
between untrammelled authority and unbridled anarchy that he in¬ 
evitably pitches upon the former and, in this, ceases to recommend 
merely some extension of sovereign authority and recommends instead 
its illimitable extension: hence his normative absolutism. We have 
noted previously that there is some value in the analysis of the predica¬ 
ment, i.e. the supportive argument for absolutism. The chief question is 
whether the absolutism necessarily follows from the supportive argu¬ 
ment. The absolutism is essentially a request for the bestowal of 
unlimited power upon a particular authority: this is intended as the 
solution to the problem of political insecurity and disorder. The most 
obvious difficulty that arises from this solution, noted long ago by 
Locke, is that, if the authority is a single individual, and we confer upon 
him absolute power to settle our differences, such a conferral is equiva¬ 
lent to our agreeing to do whatever that individual commands or thinks 
fit; but he may command us to do many things which are entirely 
unacceptable, and he may arrange that we be treated in a manner that is 
entirely contemptuous; in which case we may discover, following the 
establishment of this authority, that our lives are governed by greater 
insecurity, unpredictability and fear than ever before. Thus, to look 
only at absolutism, not at the supportive argument advanced, and 
considering that absolutism is intended as a solution to the problem of 
fear, insecurity and disorder in human arrangements, we must conclude 
that it is not a wholly convincing or satisfactory solution. For it is 
conceivable and perhaps probable that a majority of men might feel far 
more secure under a looser, more diffuse, even tenuous arrangement, 
than under a government entirely subject to the whim of a single 
individual: they might well and reasonably prefer the risks of civil war 
to those attendant upon such an extraordinary and uncontrollable 
concentration of power. Now the above counter-absolutist argument is 
not an argument against any and every uncontrollable concentration of 
power; it merely indicates that one might often and reasonably forego 
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the risk that absolutism invites one to take. This limited conclusion is 
quite adequate to our purpose. But it destroys the universality of the 
absolutist appeal; it defeats the suggestion that extraordinary concentra¬ 
tions of power are appropriate in any and all circumstances if peace, 
order and security are to be achieved. 

This argument, however, was only directed against a particular kind 
of absolutism: that which universally recommends the unlimited con¬ 
centration of state power in the hands of a single individual. There are 
other counter-arguments of a similar kind that could be invoked, but I 
find them less direct and forceful and so shall forego any mention of 
them here. We must now concern ourselves, however, with a quite 
different sort of absolutism: that which universally recommends the 
unlimited concentration of state power in the hands of a plural sovereign, 
or a group. Hobbes’s absolutism is (formally) of both sorts. He argues 
that the unity of a group, and thus the peace and security of a society, 
may spring from its members being represented by the will either of 
one, or of several, of their number. We have already considered the case 
where the will of a single individual is established as sovereign. Now we 
must consider the situation where a group of individuals serve this 
purpose. The first point to note is that it is far more difficult to con¬ 
ceive of a group, collectively speaking, having a single will, than it is to 
conceive of a single individual having such a will. A single individual is 
a biological unit; a group of individuals is not. There is of course 
nothing startling about this reflection. Indeed it can be regarded as the 
elementary beginning of Hobbes’s own analysis: single individuals are 
not at one and the problem of politics is to make them so. The difficulty 
is, that if this is a problem for society as a whole, it must remain a 
significant problem for any smaller group within the society, even if 
such a group is sovereign. Thus, if it is contended that the only means of 
escaping social disorder and insecurity, made inescapable by the 
solipsistic and conflict-prone nature of man, lies in obedience to an 
absolute sovereign, it becomes plain that we have not removed our 
difficulty if that sovereign is plural; for the same difficulties that 
obstruct accord in the wider society must be assumed to operate in a 
similar way within the governing elite (if it is such a group qua group 
that is sovereign). 

On the face of it, this argument appears to be open to two possible 
rejoinders. One: the Hobbesian may argue that although a sub-group is 
sovereign, it is in turn dominated by a single individual within it - a 
‘sub-sovereign’ - and that it is the exercise of the latter’s will which will 
impart unity to the plural sovereign. Such an argument, however, would 
reduce to surrendering the notion that a group, as opposed to an 
individual, can ever govern effectively at all - i.e. be sovereign; and if 
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the argument for a plural sovereign were surrendered, the implied 
impossibility of the thing would offend common-sense; further, the 
objection to the sovereignty of a single individual advanced two para¬ 
graphs above would again apply. 

Two: the Hobbesian may argue that the sub-group is sovereign, not 
because it is in turn reduced to the will of a single individual, but because 
the group itself achieves a collective will through the principle of 
majority rule. This argument is startling, however, in that it seems to 
suggest that not only a human individual may be sovereign but also an 
abstract principle - in this case, ‘majority rule’. On one level, of course, 
there is nothing at all surprising about the notion of a group being 
sovereign and of that sovereign group being governed by the principle 
of majority rule. What it is important to recognise, however, is that the 
fact of being governed by majority rule considerably depersonalises 
rule; majorities may shift and drift, not being determinate beings; so 
that stipulating that the majority decides is not essentially a matter of 
determining who decides, but of agreeing upon how a group may be said 
to decide. A majority is not a determinate being, but a variable pro¬ 
cedure adopted by a group for determining which directives will and 
which will not be regarded as legitimately emanating from the group. If 
a ‘group’ can be sovereign, then what has been demonstrated is that 
Hobbesian absolutism, as applied to groups, is quite impossible, for the 
minimal prerequisite of group rule is that some principle of decision¬ 
making be adopted; and as such a principle constitutes the group it 
must also be said to bind it, for otherwise it cannot persist as a group. If 
there are no basic, fixed procedures, then the sovereign group cannot 
operate as a sovereign group; there is no way of tying it together, of 
saying that it has decided a matter one way or another, and therefore of 
meaningfully saying that it even exists. Where Hobbes contends that the 
sovereign cannot be bound, either by himself or another, it is clear, in 
fact, that if a sovereign group is not somehow bound to at least minimal 
rules of procedure, it cannot function at all. Although we may say, as a 
matter of common-sense, that groups can indeed be sovereign, we are 
also bound to say that they cannot be sovereign in the manner Hobbes 
requires: inimitably and absolutely. Yet again the absolutist norm 
appears untenable. 

It would be unwise to delay too long in our discussion of this matter. 
It is plain that no contemporary writers of note argue for the type of 
political absolutism espoused by Bodin and Hobbes. They are all too 
aware of the feasibility of effective government being secured by plural 
sovereigns; they are also aware, if less clearly, that plural sovereigns 
cannot be regarded as absolute in the manner prescribed by Hobbes, not 
merely as a matter of accident, but also of necessity. A plural sovereign 
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can be significantly absolutist vis-a-vis those who have no say, directly or 
indirectly, in its deliberations, but it generally cannot be so over those 
who do. This is the essential reason why those who oppose the injustice 
of plural sovereigns (towards particular sections of a community) 
generally express their opposition by arguing for extensions of the 
franchise to those sections which have been unjustly affected or treated. 
(It goes without saying that this approach does not always work.) 
Where a group is genuinely sovereign, it is necessarily rule-bound; and 
although neither this nor any other stipulable condition can guarantee 
the justice of its operations, it does imply and require that the degree of 
whimsicality attaching to its operations, at least vis-a-vis those who 
exercise any influence over it, is to that extent restricted. 

IS ORDER DESIRED ? 

First, it is clear that some disobedience does not mean complete dis¬ 
obedience and thus that some disorder does not mean no order. Secondly, 
even where there is a clearly established authority in a community, so 
organised that it puts out few conflicting directives, and where most 
members of the community feel they should (and where most do) obey 
the authority’s directives, it would still be fair to say that the existing 
order was not, and therefore that no order can be, absolutely stable and 
certain. Thirdly, since rulers often themselves create disorder by being 
too severe or callous or feckless, etc., towards their citizenry; since they 
may frequently ensure against disorder by percipience, sympathy, 
accommodation of popular demands, etc.; it clearly follows that the 
complete obedience of subjects to rulers is not the only way to attain 
peace or achieve greater stability. Fourthly, it becomes clear for the 
same reason that obedience by subjects to rulers is only one among other 
ways to attain peace. Having reviewed these possibilities, I would sug¬ 
gest that the absolutist argument, that there can be no order without a 
proper sovereign, typically means that an existing order (a) is uncertain 
unless, and (b) can only be made sure where, subjects render complete 
obedience to their sovereigns. We can see of course that any order is 
uncertain where subjects do not render complete obedience, but we can 
also see that this means we can speak of no order as being certain or 
absolutely stable. Nor is it desirable that any order should be - since 
none is absolutely just. Further, although an order would come closest to 
being absolutely stable where all subjects yielded unconditional 
obedience, we can also see that such a form of obedience would be 
completely irrational and could not fairly be demanded: for rulers, 
being like other men, commit their share of errors and excesses too, and 
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these often require to be disobeyed and opposed. (The onus lies upon 
both rulers and ruled to behave sensibly and with restraint and neither 
obstinately to command nor blindly to obey.) 

The factual proposition, ‘without a proper sovereign there can be no 
order’, is used to support the recommendation that sovereigns ought to 
be completely obeyed and as such presupposes that the presence of 
order is better than its absence. It assumes that order is better than 
disorder, and thus that whatever is necessary must be done to establish 
the one and avoid the other. The establishment of a proper sovereign, 
which is the rendering of complete obedience to an authority, is relevant 
in so far as it furthers this purpose. Since the heart of the matter does 
not lie in the factual position but, rather, in the preference or normative 
inclination it indicates (that order is better than the lack of it) we must 
directly consider that preference. 

A basic absolutist preference, underlying all the factual arguments, is 
for order over its absence. Hobbes suggests that this preference does or 
should hold for every individual in all circumstances except where the 
latter’s support for ‘order’ would itself directly endanger his life. Whether 
or not this preference should hold, it is clear in fact that it does not by 
any means always do so. All men do not prefer ‘order’ to ‘disorder’ and 
not even most men do so all the time. It happens with surprising fre¬ 
quency that people will risk their lives, where otherwise their lives 
would not be at risk, because in doing so they believe that what they do 
is right (not to speak of those cases where courting danger is positively 
enjoyed). And it is because people do not always prefer order to its 
alternatives that it is impossible to conclude (from the assumption that 
they ultimately and always do prefer order) that they ought always to 
obey their rulers. 

The proposition that an order is uncertain (unstable) unless subjects 
render complete obedience to authority only demonstrates - where it is 
taken to be valid - that no political system or order can be completely 
certain or stable. This uncertainty is an inescapable feature of the 
human condition. There can be no ironclad guarantees of obedience no 
matter how a government is structured. Since ‘order’ can in fact 
represent any sort of order, the presence of peace, accord, agreement, 
acquiescence or whatever is not always to be regarded as more desirable 
than its absence. The absence of order, like its presence, is in any event 
always partial. The question cannot meaningfully be whether or not we 
want order per se, but what type and degree of order we want, and how 
far we are prepared to go to defend some particular arrangement, some 
particular set of relations, which we desire (and accordingly label as 
‘order’). It is clear that few people, pace Hobbes, actually desire order 
above all else. If they did, we should be hard put to explain all the wars, 
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civil and national, all the strikes, peaceful and bloody, all the strife, 
protest and conflict with which we are everywhere and continually 
confronted. Since order cannot be achieved per se, it is pointless to 
demand it as such. Since order cannot be established in any total sense it 
is important to recognise that the demand for it is always impliedly a 
demand for some specific kind of social arrangement, for some limited 
species of order. Probably very few people really desire order quite 
simply in itself for the elementary reason that (very) few are likely to 
divorce the demand for it from some more or less explicit conception of 
the type of order under which they would wish to live. ‘Order’ is in 
some sense both desired and desirable, but the real question is whether 
the particular form it will assume at any given point will or should be 
regarded as just. 

ABSOLUTISM, TOTALITARIANISM AND LIBERAL-DEMOCRACY 

The issue is not whether a group sovereign may not wield more power 
than an individual sovereign; nor whether a group sovereign may not 
commit the same injustices as an individual sovereign, and even exceed 
them; the issue, rather, is whether a group sovereign is or is not bound 
by certain principles or procedures which, in binding it, limit what it 
can do, and in principle subject its membership to certain laws (but not 
to all laws) which they cannot rise above. 

The important differences between group sovereigns derive essentially 
from the range of their inclusiveness (membership) and from the differences 
of principle or procedure that structure their operations. It is from the latter 
differences that flow in turn, for example, a spirit of staidness, in¬ 
tolerance and doctrinal rigidity; or one of frivolity, tolerance and 
compromise. A group that is limited, in the way that an individual 
sovereign is not, as regards its internal mode of operation or its con¬ 
stitution, may nonetheless project liberal or racialist or class or re¬ 
ligiously doctrinaire or other principles by which it commits itself to be 
guided. For a group sovereign to be limited by its principles is not 
necessarily a virtue since its principles may be effectively evil. But it is 
nonetheless limited by them. Principles are not alien to law; law 
enshrines them. A bill of rights is nothing less than a set of principles 
subjected to legal definition. An apartheid act directed against Blacks or 
an extermination order against Jews has precisely the same character. 
What a group sovereign does, how far it goes, may be largely deter¬ 
mined by what it initially commits itself to; the logic of the commitment 
will impose its own not entirely predictable limitations upon practice; 
for a group does not change its ‘mind’ without persuasion or argument 
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or some form or other of communication within itself and such com¬ 
munication will, to a greater or lesser degree, be enclosed within the 
framework of its original constitution - i.e. that declarative act (or 
series of acts) that determined either the mode or the end or both mode 
and end of its functioning. 

The absolutism of an individual is significantly different from that of 
a group. Similarly, the essentially secular and personal absolutism pro¬ 
moted by Bodin and Hobbes differs significantly from the secular and 
collective absolutism promoted by modern parties. ‘Totalitarianism’, in 
so far as it is a descendant of absolutism, is not an exclusive descendant. 
In so far as it promotes the concentration of political power, it is not 
alone in this. The power of liberal-democratic regimes in times of crisis 
(the perception of ‘crisis’ always contains a subjective element) - as 
during the Second World War and during the McCarthy period in the 
United States - may become extremely concentrated, involving con¬ 
siderable concomitant restrictions upon civil liberties. Totalitarian 
states will evince similar alternating contractions and expansions of 
powers and of civil liberties, depending on a variety of circumstances. 
In any event, of course, given that no power or authority can be ‘total’, 
no state can, strictly, be totalitarian. Given that no state can secure the 
entire agreement of its citizenry, none can, strictly, be ‘democratic’. 
Given that every state depends in some degree upon force, every one of 
them must in some degree prove ‘illiberal’. Thus the difference between 
totalitarian and liberal-democratic regimes is to be seen as a matter of 
degree, not kind, a difference vitally affected by the range of inclusive¬ 
ness (or representativeness) of the ruling group and by the order of 
ends which it projects and promotes. Totalitarian regimes generally 
betray far greater concentrations of group power than do liberal 
democracies, together with far more irreverence for civil liberties. But, 
like the liberal democracies, they do not necessarily (with the exception, 
perhaps, of fascist regimes) promote extremes of centralisation uni¬ 
versally or on a temporally unlimited basis. Marxism-Leninism, for 
example, as in the Russian context, has not insisted upon the universal 
indispensability of government (the state, after all, is intended to wither 
away) nor upon the prior importance of personal security (it is assumed 
that security for certain classes of citizens is inimical to the welfare of 
the people as a whole); it has insisted instead upon the transitional 
importance of concentrated power in order to move a society forward in 
a particular direction (as by achieving rapid industrialisation). Simi¬ 
larly apartheid, in the South African context, has not insisted upon the 
universal necessity of concentrated governmental power; given the 
racialist goal, and the possibility of its accomplishment, it is assumed 
that such concentrated power (as expressed in the detention laws, press 
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laws, etc.) may cease to prove necessary when the goal stipulated is 
achieved; in the meantime, the exponents of apartheid do not regard 
themselves as totalitarian ‘ideologues’, a label which it is extraordinarily 
difficult to deny them, but as hard-headed ‘pragmatists’, who are only 
doing what is necessary to achieve a valid end. Modern collective 
sovereigns, whether totalitarian or liberal-democratic, do not generally 
promote unlimited concentrations of power universally and for all time. 
In this respect, too, modern collective sovereigns must be distinguished 
from their predecessors. 

The successor governments to the absolutist type have been group 
sovereigns. Between individual absolutism and collective sovereignty 
there are significant structural differences, as we have seen. We have 
also seen that between collective or group sovereigns there are signifi¬ 
cant differences too, which it would be impossible to list exhaustively. 
Here we only draw attention to the current distinction between those 
group sovereigns that are ‘totalitarian’ and those which are ‘liberal- 
democratic’. Both forms of collective sovereign tend to be pragmatic. In 
this respect they project an image significantly different from that which 
attaches to their antecedents. Most modern states evince a commitment 
to great power concentrations only in order to achieve specific aims. The 
poorer totalitarian states tend to commit themselves singlemindedly to 
the pursuit of industrialisation. The richer liberal democracies commit 
themselves to economic growth, but the need is less pressing, and their 
more obvious commitment comes to centre on proceduralism, civil 
liberties, compromise, indeed, on pragmatism. 

A truly vital consideration in relation to group sovereigns centres 
around three related questions: what chief end each serves, how effec¬ 
tively that end is being served, and how desirable or acceptable is this 
end within the context of a variety of competing ends. We can never 
assume that a government, given the complexity of the society it ad¬ 
ministers, can be governed by a sole end. But it is obvious that every 
government must assign some priority among the competing ends by 
which it is guided. Thus the fundamental question becomes not so 
much that of determining what end, but what priority of ends, a power 
concentration is intended to serve; and thus not what end, but what 
priority of ends, is desirable. The question concerning the degree of 
power concentrated at any particular locus relates more to the problem 
of means than to that of ends. It is pointless to try to determine whether 
a particular power concentration is desirable or not until we know what 
it is for. It is in this sense that we must move away from power for 
power’s sake, as well as away from pure proceduralism, and so bring 
into sharper focus the ends which both powers and procedures are 
intended to serve and are capable of serving. 
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THE DEFENCE OF ORDER 

Any order has more to it than meets the eye: it is characterised by a 
great number of rules and goals, and it is very difficult to say that the 
removal of any one of these rules endangers the retention of the rest. 
Systems of norms are constantly undergoing change, some norms being 
dropped and others inserted, not only specific norms but the priority of 
norms being altered. To accept self-defence of the system as a funda¬ 
mental and overriding goal, therefore, is not so simple as it seems. For 
no system as a whole can be defended, nor is such defence desirable; 
and no specific norm can easily be argued to be so fundamental that the 
elimination of it somehow implies or entails the elimination or over¬ 
turning of all or most of the rest. To spell out a danger to an order is 
merely to spell out a danger which threatens a part or parts of this 
order. To defend the order, therefore, is not to defend the order as such 
but some parts of it. This selection of parts to stand in some form of 
supportive relationship to one another establishes a system of priorities. 
But this system of priorities merely affords one way of seeing and 
manipulating the system as a whole. The system, the order per se, 
cannot in the end be identified with or reduced to the particular priority 
imposed by a particular moral or political perspective. 

The ideology of order is essentially the justification of order per se. 
An order is some form of stable relationship among individuals. The 
relationship, or at least the stability of the relationship, involves the 
conformity of a plurality of individuals to some discrete norm or 
norms. Where an order exists it can be said that there is some con¬ 
gruence between norm-issuance and norm-acceptance. This congruence 
may obtain in relation to the sharing of very few or very many social 
norms. In whatever degree that an order exists, its existence can be 
revered. 

The demand for order is always a demand for the elimination of some 
form of conflict. One way to eliminate conflict is to urge obedience to a 
common law. One way to make that obedience coherent is by referring 
it, or submitting it, to the will of a single man or body of men. The dead 
letter of the law only comes alive when interpreted. The pronounce¬ 
ments of legislators only have meaning when coherent. The coherence 
of law exists as a pattern of expectations. If we take the law as merely 
patterning expectations, then wherever expectations are disappointed, 
order - the projected order which each pattern contains - is disrupted. 
In this sense there can never be any absolute order. Expectations are 
always being disappointed, for the codified wishes of a group never 
match exactly the specific wishes - or interpretations - of each member 
of the group. Thus any general call for order can only reduce to a 
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demand that some particular interpretation of the group’s codified 
expectations be accepted and imposed as the proper one. 

ORDER AS CONSERVATISM 

To the extent that absolutism survives, it tends to do so, not as a dis¬ 
tinctive form of government, but as an ideological residue that un- 
predictably surfaces here and there, sovereignly oblivious of national 
frontiers, generally with a view to justifying the irately repressive or 
tidily conservative whim of the moment. It will be recalled that the 
basic justification for absolutism flows from an insistence upon the need 
for order. This need is indeed genuine and cannot be flippantly ignored. 
But we have also seen (apart from the fact that some form and degree of 
order always exists) that in the absolutist’s view, nothing is more 
important than order, that virtually anything should be done to secure 
it, that, in fact, there is virtually nothing which we may not be forced to 
sacrifice - to authority, to government - to obtain it. Hence the belief 
that the power of government must be absolute, perpetual, unlimited, 
above the law - if it is to do its job properly. What is reflected in all this 
is the clear assumption that any species of order is better than none. The 
absurdity of the position, however, is that the projected choice between 
some order and no order is false. If one were ever restricted to a choice 
between some order over none one would of course choose the former. 
But since the choice is false, this dichotomous argument merely reduces 
to a covert defence of some particular conception of the status quo. 

A call for order need not logically imply fuller obedience (or some 
variation on this theme) to present rules; it could imply obedience to an 
entirely new set of rules (and therefore disobedience to the old). None¬ 
theless, the call for order has generally come to be associated with a call 
for the protection of the whole or a part of some existing order. By con¬ 
trast, a call for a new or altered order has come to be associated, at the 
extreme, with a call for revolution (often reduced simplistically to 
disorder). If, however, a call for order is ultimately intended to mean 
little more than ‘protect and preserve what is’, it proves a somewhat less 
compulsive call than when formulated in the more general way indicated. 

ORDER AS JUSTICE AND ORDER V. JUSTICE 

In so far as there is social organisation, order exists. In so far as social 
organisation can (in some degree) break down, a greater degree or 
different kind of order may be needed. A call for order is essentially a 
call for the observation of rules. Since there is an almost infinite variety 
of rules that can be observed and, therefore, promulgated, it is plain that 
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a specific call for order always presupposes that certain rules in particu¬ 
lar, not just any rules at all, will be observed. To ask people to obey just 
any rules at all is to ask them to do what they like — or to continue so 
doing. To call people to order is to ask them to become related to one 
another in some particular fashion, which is only possible in so far as 
they are somehow bound to observe the same rules. Thus, although the 
observation of any rules whatever may be constitutive of an order, 
where an order exists it is based upon a specific system of rules. Thus a 
call to order, implying the defence or alteration of specific rules, always 
contains or projects a concept of justice. 

Order is not abstractly necessary: one cannot claim an abstract need 
for something of which one is already and necessarily possessed. A 
society is definitionally characterised by some species and degree of 
order; a member of a society, therefore, in so far as he is that, makes a 
request which is redundant in so far as he makes an abstract appeal for 
order, as distinct from an appeal for some specific amendment to 
present arrangements. Ultimately one cannot posit an abstract need for 
order for the reason that one is never ultimately able to maintain that 
there is no order. 

When one says that order is necessary one may mean that it is 
inevitable or that some particular form which the inevitable has assumed 
is bad. Every form of order which manifests itself is necessarily con¬ 
crete. Every concrete order projects a hierarchy of norms. These 
hierarchies do not exist prior to what they control, but as a part of what 
they control. A political order, a political system, taken as a rank order 
of norms, does not precede justice; rather, it is an expression of a 
reasonably, but never a totally, coherent conception of justice. Order 
does not precede civilisation: ‘civilisation’ merely labels a favoured 
order. Order does not precede justice: it only labels what many will often 
regard as a ‘higher’ form of justice. Order does not exist prior to ‘art’, 
‘culture’ and the rest. But any concrete order will be of a kind which will 
favour or attack or prove indifferent to them. 

A system of order which effectively precludes depiction of the human 
form will not produce Michelangelo. A system of order which effectively 
outlaws the dance (as sinful and erotic) will not produce Nijinski. 
A system of order which will not give free rein to the individual 
imagination cannot possibly tolerate types like Rabelais and Joyce. An 
order which is committed to the exclusion of certain categories of citizen 
(or subject) from the arts and sciences and destroys their hopes of 
fulfilment within these spheres necessarily cannot serve as a way- 
station to the sort of cultural flowering that may be desired. An order 
that contains an unjust rule or system of rules automatically is not to be 
regarded as an indispensable means of achieving what the system, in this 
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particular, rejects. Justice is not built upon an order, but is contained 
within it; and where an order contains an injustice, one does not build 
justice upon it, but merely changes the particular that is regarded as 
unjust; and if the injustice is monumental, change of a proportionate 
dimension may be required, and the existing order disordered in order 
to achieve a better one. 

Thus we approach the conclusion, not so much that order is prior to 
so many other projected goods - the chief of these being justice - but 
that every order of itself contains, embodies, supports different types 
and degrees of justice and injustice. Where, therefore, we confront a 
proposition of the kind ‘order is prior to justice’, we are confronting 
more nearly a recommendation than a fact. The recommendation is 
essentially that existing injustices should be accepted before they are 
rejected; or that the existing order should be accepted as a whole, 
together with its injustices, for fear that otherwise there will be no order 
at all. 

But of course there is always an order, and a socio-political order of the 
size of a nation always contains countless rules. Further, it is difficult to 
imagine that the elimination of one or some of these rules will equate 
with the elimination of rule, of order, per se. When one thinks indeed of 
a system, of an order, being overturned, one rarely imagines the event to 
be identical with all (or even most) of the rules in the system being 
undermined. Where it is proclaimed that there is a serious threat to any 
system, there is virtually always a divergence of views as to whether this 
is true, simply because members of the system will hold different ideas 
about which rules are crucial to the survival of that system. Since a 
system or order in its totality can never be overturned - i.e. since the 
members cannot possibly unlearn or ignore all of the norms which 
have been inculcated within the system - it follows that only parts of the 
system can be overturned. Where members feverishly defend particular 
parts, they are often likely to do so by conflating those parts with the 
whole. Similarly, where members attack certain parts, they are equally 
likely to do so by conflating these parts with the whole. What we must 
recognise is that everything turns round those parts, those norms, which 
members believe it important to defend or attack. Seen in this light, 
spuriously factual statements about order preceding justice may be 
converted into plain ethical arguments about the relative merits or 
demerits of certain norms contained within a system of control. 

The doctrine of the priority of order - that is, the ideology of order - 
wherever it raises its head, whether in the United States of America or 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary or Northern Ireland, South Africa or Sudan, 
is essentially a recommendation for the perpetuation of the status quo, to 
be effected through the medium of unquestioned obedience to estab- 
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lished authority or continued acceptance of existing rules. It is at this 
stage that we can detect the continuity between this doctrine and 
absolutism. Where absolutism demanded an illimitable concentration 
of power in the sovereign, what it was simultaneously demanding was 
the subject’s complete obedience to the sovereign: the one ultimately 
implied the other. The ideology of order begins at the other end. It 
demands obedience to the government, unyielding defence of (certain) 
established rules or practices with which the government is identified; 
and in whatever system such obedient defence is conceded without 
question, we are merely led back to the point whence absolutism began. 

A call to order always contains an ethical element. It assumes the 
propriety, rightness or justice of the agents or rules which, either 
explicitly or implicitly, we are enjoined to accept. Thus an argument for 
order can never be regarded as being ethically superior to the demand 
for justice. It is merely another way of saying often covertly, that some 
particular order (‘all told’, ‘on balance’, etc.) is just. This covert promo¬ 
tion of ‘order’, that is, of order per se, is characteristic of absolutism, but 
carries over into any form of government where the latter is more 
exclusively concerned with defending some conception of the status quo 
than with setting wrongs to right. 
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